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Wellington College International Pune (WCI Pune) was 

delighted to host some key leaders from the global Wellington 

family in late-May. In addition to Iain Henderson (Deputy Head 

Educational Developments and Partnerships) and Fiona Carter 

(Director of Education for Wellington College International), we 

also welcomed our incoming Head of Senior School, Mr Iain 

Sutcli�e (Current Deputy Head CCA of Wellington College UK) 

and Mrs Julia Sutcli�e (Head of Key Stage 3 in WCI Pune and 

currently Head of Middle School of Wellington College UK). The 

Wellington delegates enjoyed a splendid week, �nalising the 

curriculum and shape of the week, and participating in events 

in the local Pune community. Their visit chimed with a number 

of educational events and, as the following pages illustrate, 

great developments in the school campus. We look forward to 

highlighting all the recent events in our next monthly edition.
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Concept Images of the School Campus
Courtesy MICA (British Architects and School Designers) 
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In the Early Years Programme for 

WCI Pune, parents are seen as 

partners in their child’s 

education and the involvement 

they bring to their child’s journey 

is crucial to the success of life at 

the college. Our recent 

community information session, 

‘Building the Foundations for 

Science in the Early Years,  

allowed our already thriving 

community to come together 

and experience the vision for our 

early years education in person.

The Early Years 

- Building the Foundation for Science 

As one of the guiding 

principles that underpin our 

Early Years ‘Curriculum 

Nature’ is seen as the Fourth 

Teacher. From nature, we 

learn both limits and 

possibilities. We learn the 

principles, processes, and 

pa�erns that sustain 

ecosystems, and we learn 

about the ingredients of 

healthy living, the dynamics of 

changing living systems, 

within the ever-evolving 

natural world.

Wednesday 10 May, 2023
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Our latest article featured in 

VISTARA In�ight Magazine - June 2023
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Wellbeing 
At the heart of our Early Years Programme

at Wellington College International Pune

Conrad Botha, Head of Early Years, explains how 

wellbeing and involvement are considered the key 

elements for his founding team.

“At Wellington College International Pune we believe that a 

happy, involved child is one who can experience the world at its 

fullest, and high levels of involvement coupled with high levels 

of wellbeing is the perfect recipe for deep learning and 

development.” WCIP EY Curriculum, 2023

For us, play is seen as the perfect state for children to exhibit the 

Characteristics of E�ective Learning, as it is o�en during play 

that children have their highest levels of Wellbeing and 

Involvement, or what is sometimes referred to as the ‘�ow 

state’; the feeling of being intensely focussed and almost losing 

the sense of time passing by because they are so absorbed in 

what they are doing. In recent months we have seen the 

development and implementation of the NCF (National 

Curriculum Framework for Foundational Stage, 2022) across 

early years se�ings in India, making available evidence from 

global best practices placing play at the core of curricula, 

pedagogy, time and content rhythms, and the overall 

experience of the child.

Conrad Botha

Head of Early Years

h�ps://www.gesseducation.com/gess-talks/articles/

wellbeing-at-the-heart-of-our-new-early-years-at-

wellington-college-international-pune

Featured @ Global Educational Supplies & Solutions
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Ge�ing To Know You
We held a ‘Ge�ing To Know You Session' for parents on Tuesday 23 May, providing a 

window into the nature of the Wellington experience. The session was a resounding 

success, with enthusiastic participation from parents who expressed keen interest in the 

school's unique academic programme and approach.
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Latest Pictures of WCI Pune (May 2023)



Poona Golf Club 

Pravin Cup
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Dr Murray Tod and Conrad Botha at the Poona Golf Club for the Pravin Cup (May 2023)
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